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To whom it may concern,

I’m writing to you in regards to the proposed/draft online safety codes under discussion by your organisation. For

background Pattr as an organisation sells Artificial Intelligence systems used for the detection, classification and

removal of negative content (including things like abuse, sexism and homophobia to name a few). Pattr as an

organisation supports strengthening processes and systems under law to help make the internet a better and

healthier place for all of its users. I’m the CTO of Pattr, my background personally and professionally is Engineering

and Artificial Intelligence, I’ve been working with different AI tech for nearly 20 years. As an organisation we have

teams in Australia and the UK and have worked closely with the DCMS in the UK around content regulation in the UK.

All of our engineering work is done in Australia.

At Pattr we have a few concerns about areas that we see as potential missteps under the prposed/draft codes.

Initially the ideas around classification and removal of CSEM and anti-terror strike us as ‘table stakes’ requirements

for regulatory enforcement. With that in mind the possession or creation of CSEM materials (including simulations

or animation) are both already substantially illegal with serious penalties under existing Australian law. Stemming the

tide of CSEM material and prosecuting the creators of it is an extremely noble undertaking, and one that should be

applauded. It’s because of how clear cut classifying CSEM material is under the law that it can be pursued so

broadly. Of lesser concern is the extension of classification to Pro-Terror material. This appears to be somewhat

nebulous and relies a bit more on context. Under the proposed codes a researcher who potentially downloads a

publication made by ISIS could end up causing legal trouble for a third party service that they store their research

documents on. Pro terror when it involves incitement of violence or inciting violence or attacks against groups of

people would again, already be substantially covered by both Federal and State law.

Requirements to classify or pro-actively detect this kind of content is a substantial regulatory burden that could

drastically increase costs of bringing new services to market. These kinds of regulatory frameworks can be critical

drags on innovation and could lead to many innovative new companies and technologies simply not being created

in Australia, where other markets offer better protections of companies, or have less stringent regulatory

requirements. A critical example for this may be a photo sharing application. Current models and on-device

detection systems are still quite naive. If I as a business wanted to build an app that lets users share a shared library

of photos with select users, is there now substantial overhead for me to either have automatic or manual

moderation of this content? This seems like a drastic initial cost hurdle for user facing apps to match. Current

systems of reactive reporting are working in this industry as we can see by routine and successful prosecutions of

people possessing or creating CSEM materials. Putting a ‘policeman in every pocket’ does not seem to be the silver

bullet many in industry think it is.

There are two other concerns that Pattr as an organisation has regarding the new draft codes. The primary is the

extension of the Classification system to apply to materials past CSEM and Pro-Terror. The current coverage of

CSEM and promotion of terror, as above, is well covered by existing law. The concern here is the nebulous term of

‘extreme crime, cruelty or violence’. This becomes an issue fraught with contextual information. With smartphones

in every single pocket, a user filming an act of terror, or violence for the purposes of reporting on it is under this

code not in violation of it. Under this code is footage of terrorist attacks (or their aftermath) considered illegal?

Should Youtube remove any and all footage of 9/11 under this proposed code? The very fact that we can have a quite
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grey discussion about this content is in stark contrast to the discussion about pro-terror and CSEM content means

that the enforcement and regulatory environment around enforcing this code will be both extraordinarily expensive

to adhere to and legally fraught. In Pattr’s opinion, while we have issues with the classification of pro-terror content,

extending the Class 1 content classification to include extreme crime or violence (even the code itself says ‘without

justification’), is a mistake. This is not something that classification systems at scale are effective at handling,

computers are blunt instruments that are very good at comparing a piece of content to a collection of content to

say, identify a gun or a knife or even a bikini. The regulatory burden this will impose is substantial and effectively

leads to an “AI Veto” of almost any kind of applications that allow users to share imagery. This will drastically

empower incumbents and allow those with resources to innovate (or not) and lock out new entrants into these

markets. This could substantially kneecap the delivery of new innovative customer-centric apps as the cost of

regulatory compliance (either in manual moderation or costs for AI moderation) could well outstrip potential

revenues in this space. This could also have a chilling effect on investment in Australia in areas impacted by these

codes.

The second concern Pattr has is the seeming lack of discussion around encryption and encrypted contents. The

existence of encryption should not be seen as mitigating efforts to track and prosecute those engaging in illegal

activity, but the power of encryption does stymie the ability to do a lot of this server side analysis. Even forgoing full

file encryption, or individual encrypted files stored on a common file serving system (e.g Dropbox) - steganographic

tools that can bypass classification systems have existed for years. Currently using a device no more powerful than

an iPhone, a user could download and encrypt materials, upload them to an Australian server and potentially put

that business in legal jeopardy for content they cannot detect and cannot view as the file has modern encryption. A

common rebuff to this has been that we can use homomorphic encryption systems to detect or hint for particular

data, but that relies on users specifically using those homomorhpic encryption systems to store data they are trying

to hide the existence of! Even if this was enforced at a regulatory level (enforcing a particular encryption standard in

regulation would be considered substantial implementation overreach), competing non-Australian services would

be able to offer encryption at rest of the data, a case in point being Mega.

Most of these codes imagine that users would somehow willingly upload to third party services in Australia that

would dynamically detect the content and report this to police, we believe it’s extremely unreasonable to think that

users trafficking in this kind of content would not use basic encryption technology to hide their tracks from AI

systems snooping and classifying this content remotely.

Extending the classification system into the internet seems at first an interesting idea, but when the rubber meets

the road the implementation costs of this will be substantial, locking in only major players in the market and making

the Australian technological innovation scene substantially higher regulated than other competitor markets. These

are noble goals, but the means outlined in the draft codes are both substantial in terms of a regulatory and cost

burden and in light of how cheap and easy modern encryption is to use, somewhat naive when it comes to outlining

legal burdens when users store content on your servers or systems that you cannot view or classify.
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